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Introduction

• Improve the aspect value of natural life
• Challenges has address in the Agricultural production
• focus on the improvements for the producers agricultural products
• growth of the economy of the Diné (Navajo) land and people
Methods

• Gathering all data and information of the vaccination, wool buy and the forage data

• Professional will visit the producers and to see if any need vaccination for their livestock like sheep/goats and cattle.

• Professional management techniques were incorporated to handle the livestock well and to vaccinate the livestock
Wool

One of the methods that would is part of improving agricultural products is wool.

Two different types would be:

- Wool - fine and medium coarse (Rambouillet)
- Mohair - (goats)
- Others would be like churros or lamb
- Wool from the sheep is part of the Navajo culture through weaving like rugs.
Data of Wool Buy

- **Payout**
- **Wool**
- **Mohair**
Livestock

Vaccinating animals that prevent from spreading sickness to other animals

• Sheep
• Cattle
Livestock Data

Totals of each animals that were vaccinated from each different producers

- sheeps is part of the Diné (Navajo) culture and tradition

- The low of total of the cattles and horses that is due to:
  - over growth of population
  - drought (not enough water in surrounding areas of Tsaile and Wheatfield community)
Experience

• teamwork
• Communication
• Working with livestock
• learn more about agriculture
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